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 Not matching  view points of state and majlis on agricultural

issues
 In this article, “Damparvaran” at first has described the responsiblities 

of state and majlis, then has refered to duties of majlis on interpellating the 
government because of defending the people`s right.

Unfortunately there are many differences between majlis representa-
tives and statemen on economical   agriculture, productivity and commer-
cial.

From one side, majlis considers religious persuation towards funda-
mentals of agriculture; while form other side the 11th state has attitude of: economical 
productivity, utility of newest technologies, relationship with other countries, increasing 
of profatiblity.

So, it`s obvious these two different viewpoints will cause some difficulties in our agri-
cultural sectors

A glance reviewing of “Damparvaran” in the last year
The head of editorial board of “Damparvaran” ,Mrs.Faranak Masoudi, has collected ini-

tiatively some criticizing articles from the last 12 volumes of this journal in 2012-13. These 
selected articles are almost related to economical agriculture subjects. The preference of 
this initiative action is that if a reader has not reached to “Damparvaran” in last year, it’s a 
good chance for informing of all events of agriculture during last year. The said articles con-
sists of all problems, events and challenges of agriculture and husbandry industry in Iran. 

The most important head lines are as below:
* Who is future president and what is his responsibility for agricultural sectors
* Not only we have destroyed water – sources, but also our independency is declining, 

too
* The  new selected president and his plans for productivity
* General diplomatic is empty of agriculture diplomacy
* Election of  Mr. E. Hojgati as the ministry of jihade agriculture
* Abroad farmlanss project
* The Fourth congress of Farmer`s House
* Subsidiary  valid-cards for milk and dairy products is the best supportive solution
* Agricultural lows and restriction are not same as wooden swars!
should be more serious on their execution
* Paralel with execution of segregation law, many questions are asked in adjusting  the 

market
* What`s the portion of agricultural sectors in second phase of aiming cooperatives 

bill?
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1) Not matching  view points of state and 
majlis on agricultural issues

2) A glance reviewing of “Damparvaran” 
in the last year

* Who is future president and what is his responsibil-
ity for agricultural sectors

* Not only we have destroyed water – sources, but also 
our independency is declining, too

* The  new selected president and his plans for pro-
ductivity

* General diplomatic is empty of agriculture diplo-
macy

* Election of  Mr. E. Hojgati as the ministry of jihade 
agriculture

* Abroad farmlanss project
* The Fourth congress of Farmer`s House
* Subsidiary  valid-cards for milk and dairy products 

is the best supportive solution
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